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Live Digital Rate Card
Many companies find that after sourcing decisions are awarded, internal 
customers may not use the contracted rates or terms because the information 
is hard to find or apply. This real-world challenge led Keelvar to develop 
Fulfillment Optimizer, a smart hub for contracted rate discovery to improve 
rate visibility, compliance, and market responsiveness.

How It Works

As a stand-alone product, Fulfillment Optimizer allows you to replace your 
manually-maintained Excel rate cards or other workaround solutions with a 
live digital rate card: a centralized database for your organization’s contracted 
lane rates. Only current, contracted rates are available, removing confusion or 
ambiguity within your organization. 

When paired with our Sourcing Optimizer platform, the relevant data from 
your full range of sourcing event award decisions can integrate directly 
with Fulfillment Optimizer to maintain the most current, accurate picture of 
negotiated rates. 

When further combined with Keelvar’s Intelligent Sourcing Automation, the 
two solutions share information that allows your team to respond faster when 
new rates are needed -- either due to missing rates, expiring rates, or changes 
in market conditions that favor a new sourcing event. In this case, Fulfillment 
Optimizer automatically sends a Sourcing Bot to find a rate. Where contracted 
rates don’t exist in a search, AI-powered alternative rates are recommended or 
a new sourcing event can be triggered.

Suitable For:

Replacing manually-maintained rate 
cards

Increasing transparency of and access 
to current rate information

Reacting faster when new rates are 
needed

Your Solution:

SaaS-based software

Deploy as a stand-alone product, 
or integrate with Keelvar’s Sourcing 
Optimizer and Intelligent Sourcing 
Automation Bots
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Fulfillment Optimizer is one of Keelvar’s SaaS-based solutions for procurement 
teams seeking real-time rate transparency. It integrates with Sourcing 
Optimizer to capture rates from the full spectrum of sourcing events, and it 
works with our Intelligent Sourcing Automation products to trigger events 
when new rates are needed.
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Key Features That Drive Benefits: 
 

Save Money With Better Internal Visibility

Fulfillment Optimizer delivers access to only current rates to ensure your 
contract fulfillment teams do not incur higher costs. With this solution, you can 
steer micro-level usage of rates to optimize specific contracts to hit volume 
targets and trigger discount rules.

Better Reporting For Demand Planning

With Fulfillment Optimizer, you can remove the reliance on suppliers to share 
your demand data, with full audit logging and reporting throughout a contract 
period. Using these insights, your team can focus and improve demand 
planning, and better-informed decisions can be made for the next sourcing 
event.

Proactive Monitoring

Fulfillment Optimizer can integrate with external systems, ensuring changes 
to market conditions automatically trigger live updates to rates. You can 
also access external data specific to a category to detect changing market 
conditions and determine when to go to market.

Features

• Easy, intuitive user interface.
• Powerful rate search options. 
• Customizable user access permissions. 
• Intelligent rate recommendations.
• Rate expiry warning.
• Live schedule information integration.
• Strategic utilization of demand data.
• Spend risk mitigation.
• Integration with Sourcing Optimizer for auto-population of new rates
• Integration with intelligent Sourcing Bots for rate status monitoring and 

sourcing event triggering.
• API for other integration options.
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About Keelvar

Founded in 2012, Keelvar is moving procurement forward with our best-in-
breed SaaS software for intelligent sourcing optimization and automation, 
designed for easy adoption, scale, and productivity. Our customers are global, 
blue-chip corporations and mid-sized companies using our solutions across 
transportation, direct materials, indirect goods and services, and packaging 
categories. 

Contact us for pricing and a demo: www.keelvar.com 
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